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I. Introduction' 
The term 'Serial Verb Construction' has been applied to a wide range of phenomena, 
in the literature and even (or perhaps especially) at this conference. In this paper I hope to 
clarify some definitional points concerning serial verb constructions and In addition provide 
some explanation of the distribution of serial verb constructions In the languages of the 
world. To go into the depth necessary to fully explicate the points I wish to make Is not 
possible in a brief paper, and interested readers may wish to consult my dissertation 
(Sch!ller 1990d) and related papers (Sch!ller 1989c, 1990a, 1990b). I have made a few 
changes in my analysis since the conference, thanks to Insightful presentations by Geoff 
Pullum and Pieter Seuren (this volume), who deserve more than mere footnoted 
acknowledgement. 
The first part of the paper will be concerned with the definition of serial verb 
constructions, or, properly, serial verb phrase constructions. This will include an overview 
of more than 20 years of work on the question, which might profitably be presented in a 
volume of papers devoted to serial verbs. The presentation and discussion of these proposals 
will necessarily be brief. I will conclude by adding my own definition to the heap. Next, I will 
turn to the distribution of serial verb constructions in the languages of the world, presenting 
the factors which give rise to such constructions. The paper employs the framework of 
Autolex!cal Syntax as developed by Jerrold M. Sadock (1985, 1988 to appear), with a few 
amendments (Sch!ller 1989d, 1990b). 
2. Defining Serial Verb Constructions 
Coordinate serial verb constructions which lack a surface conjunction are largely 
excluded from consideration here. Deictic serials, unjustly neglected to date, despite a few 
papers cited in Pullum (1990), are those which combine a deictic verb, usually meaning 
'come' or 'go', with a verb phrase. These are, in fact, the most frequently encountered serial 
structure, being present in many languages which otherwise lack serials (see Schiller 1990d: 
Chapter 3.). Sebba (1987) convincingly distinguishes Subordinating Serial Verb Constructions 
from Coordinating Serial Verb Constructions, the former showing the following characteristics. 
I) 
!. "Although two or more verbs are present, the sentence Is interpreted as 
referring to a single action rather than a series of related actions. Although 
the action may involve several different motions there is no possibility of a 
temporal break between these and they cannot be performed, for example, 
with different purposes in mind ... " 
Ii. "There Is a strict ordering relationship between the verbs ... " 
Iii. "Furthermore, the first verb In a series may subcategorlze for a particular 
verb or class of verbs ... " 
Iv. "In some cases, each transitive verb In the series has Its own object... " 
Fllbeck (1975) was a little more specific In his definition of serial verb constructions: 
2) 
"The Initial verb, or V1, of a series Is propositional, i.e. this Is the verb that 
carries the true predicate meaning of the proposition; any subsequent verb, 
or v,.., states a functional meaning which Is related to the predicate or 
propositional meaning of the Initial verb." 
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Jansen, Koopman & Muysken (1977) suggested the followlng "Rough working definition". 
3) "Serial verb constructlons are constructions which: 
(a) contain only one overt subject, and more than one verb; 
(b) contain no overt conjunctions or complementlzers; 
A further characteristic of serial constructions ls that: 
(c) If one of the verbs In the construction serves as an aux!llary or a modal 
auxiliary to another verb, it ls not a serial verb constructlon; 
(cf) If one verb serves as an Infinitive complement to another verb, it Is not 
a case of serialization; 
(e) often there Is In the construction one "lexical verb", selected from a 
large class, and one or more "grammatical" verbs, selected from a very 
limited, closed class .... 
(f) the configuatlon V NP V NP Is Indicative of serialization;' 
(g) In the configuration V, V2 ••• V.. V , only V1 can be the "lexical" verb 
In serial constructions, and only vn In !~ln!tlval complements or constructions 
With modal auxiliaries: 
Of these criteria some are appropriate (b,c,e,f), some requre a dear definition of a 
finite/non-finite d[stlnctlon which has not been clearly proven for Isolating languages (d,g), 
and one (a) requires a definition of what It means to be a subject which ls not supplied In the 
work cited. 
Bradshaw (1982) provided a deflnltlon which Involves semantic, !ntonaUonal, syntactic 
and morphological criteria: 
4) (I) All verbs In the serial contruct!on refer to subparts of a single overall event. 
(ii) There ls no Intonational or grammatical marking of clause boundaries 
between the verbs. 
(!ii) There are tight restrictions on the nominal arguments associated with 
each verb. 
(iv) There is no contrast In the basic Inflectional categories of serialised verbs. 
There is nothing wrong (in principle) with a multi-modular definition of verb serialization, 
but this definition is lacking both In formality and accuracy. The first two points are 
uncontroversial and accurate. The third point does not hold for all serial constructions, and 
lt is not clear what types of restict!ons could be developed to account for all of the data 
found In the variety of languages examined In the present work. It ls certainly true that some 
serial constructions have restrictions on n9mlnal arguments, this Is less clear In, for example, 
directional and instrumental constructions . 
The fourth consideration Is whether a concise definition should Include both Inflectional 
marking and the "Same Subject Constraint" which will be dlscussed below. There ls one 
piece of data from Sakao (discussed below) which even contradicts the demand that 
inflectional categories ol serialized verbs must not be different, so I Will propose that only 
tense/aspect marking be so constrained. I find grounds for rejecting the latter constraint on 
a number of grounds, presented below. 
TI1e most recent definition of serial verbs Is that proposed In Seuren (1990); 
"In summarizing, we can say that verb serialisation Is the result of ungoverneg 
pseudoccmrn!ementatlon with the following other conditions: 
a) The pseudocomplement ls lexically bare in the sense that It cannot be 
within the exclusive scope of a tense or negation operator. 
b) The complement-predicate is a surface verb,. 
c) No syntactic processing takes place other than simple SSIY, with the 
result that a serial verb construction manifests ttsell as a VP with (subject- or 
object-) governed deletion of the subject. 
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d) It is added to a sentence which would be well-formed without the serial 
verb construction." 
Seuren defines pseudocomplementat!on as follows: "A pseudocomplement ls a 
supposltlous sentential complement, foisted on a verb whose meaning requires no such 
complementation, and expressing concomitant circumstance, purpose, or result.". In a 
governed pseudocomplement, "The possibility of taking a pseudocomplement ls lexically 
defined, ln the language In question, for each verb that can take a pseudocomp!ement. The 
pseudocomplement then represents a possible extyra argument term for the verb in 
questlon."4 
Seuren·s (a-d) seem to be acceptable components of a definition of subordinating serial 
v construction, but his definition of "pseudocomplement" Is not easily applied and tested. 
We now turn to the question of which of the many criteria cited above should be 
rejected, and which should be retained. 
2.1. Some Tests that Fall 
Manz: authors In the past two decades, Including Foley and Olsen (1985) continue to 
assume a Same Subject Constraint" whereby the subject of each of the serial' verbs in the 
sentence must be the same. This constraint should not be applied. First of all, often an 
explicit subject of the lower clause Is also ungrammatical If the Intonation contour of a single 
sentence Is maintained, as In (Sa and Sb), and second, an Indefinite non-<:orelerent subject is 
also possible, as in the Khmer example (6a). In that example, there Is an understood 
Indefinite subject of the verb 'to hear', but one cannot Insert the Indefinite pronoun as In 
(6b), unless one makes an exaggerated pause after fhou/ and creates a topicallzed sentence. 
Crowley (1987), who gives the following example: 
5) a. *silk 
Sook 
?aw 
take 
may 
wood 
tltima 
T!tlma 
maa 
come 
(fhal) 
b. *silk 
Sook 
?aw 
take 
may 
wood 
silk 
Sook 
maa 
come 
6) a. 
b. 
twk creah hou lunn sou khlal] na]:1 
water fall flow hear noise strong very 
'The waterfall flows making a very loud noise.' 
•twk creah hou kee lunu sou khlal) nah 
water fall flow pm. hear noise strong very 
'The waterfall flows making a very loud noise.' 
(Khmer) 
The examples above may be classified as Ambient SerlalJzation, a term borrowed from 
7) KlhulJn ato kall hemal (Paamese) 
(kl-hulli-nV atoo kalle he-malu) 
:lsg-<:lls-<:ount-<:omm/obj chicken pl 3sg-<!ls-be correct 
'Count the chickens correctly.' 
Crowley notes that: 
"In this example, It Is neither the subject of the first verb, i.e. the second 
person singular pronoun, nor the object of the first verb, I.e. atoo kaile 'the 
chickens' that Is marked on the second verb. Rather, the second verb refers 
simply to the general act of counting, with no particular participants In 
m!nd." 
In (8) we see that the shared NP can be either subject or object, depending on the 
presence of the Infix -r(I)- which codes what Durie (1988) calls 'moving-Undergoer-sharing'5• 
a. me-ke r-lam (Sakao)
3sg-take rk:ome 
He handed It hither. (He took It and It came.) 
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b. me-ke-lam 
3sg-tak=ome 
He brought It. (He took It and he came.) 
Next, there is the curious case of Yankuntjatjara (Goodard 1988), an Australian language 
which has a pair of serial constructions, which differ In Interpretation with regard to the 
subject, where the different subject reading Is (literally) unmarked while the same subject 
interpretation requires an explicit marker: 
9) a. Ngayulupatangara-ngu waru-ku yanku-nytja-la 
lsgNOM fall-PAST flrewood-PURP go-NOMl.rLOC 
I fell while someone else was going for firewood. 
• I fell while I was going for firewood. 
*b. Ngayulupatangara-ngu ngayulu waru-ku yanku-nytja-Ja 
IsgNOM fall-PAST lsgNOM flrewood-PURP go-NOMl.rLOC 
I fell while going for firewood 
c. Ngayuluwaru-ku yanku-la patangara-ngu 
lsgNOM l!rewood-PURP go-SERIAL fall-PAST 
I fell while I was going for f!rewood. 
Goddard (1988) suggests that (9a), known as the circumstantial construction, arose 
and grammatlcalized the different-subject condition because It was able to exploit an opposition 
with the serial verb construction (9c.) H The relevance of this example lies In the problems 
posed for definitions of Serial Verb Constructions. U In some languages, some serial constructions 
are explicitly marked, and others are unmarked, and there Is a significant property which Is 
not shared, (same/different subject marking In the present case), then It will be hard to 
generalize about properties of serial verb constructions as a whole. In the present case we 
are not dealing with constructions wh!ch meet definitions of serlal!zation applied here, as 
from a syntactic standpoint we are dealing with nominal rather than verbal material In the 
lower clauses of (9a) and (9b). Only (9c) fits the pattern of serialization, yet It Is precisely 
this construction which vio1ates the same-subject condition. 
There ls a clear exception to the same-subject constraint In serialized directional 
complements: 
10) Koll hari a ston go na lnl a olo (Sranan) 
Koll pull the stone go LOC In the hole 
'Kofi pull the stone Into the hole' 
Here the subject of the verb fil!ll ls not the subject of the verb SQ on anyone's 
account. One might therefore conclude that serial verb constructions Involve either a shared 
subject or a shared object, as suggested by Seuren. But even here there Is a problem. 
Consider the following example from Yoruba. 
11) Olu le omo naa wa lie (Yoruba) 
O!u drove child the [come] home 
'Olu drove the ch!ld home.' 
'Olu drove the child and they came home.' 
How does one account for the two different Interpretations of this sentence? Assume 
that desplte the conjunction In the second gloss, that the sentences are the same syntactically. 
The fact remains that the subject of the lower clause can be either the object of the higher 
clause or both the subject and the object of the higher clause. Furthermore, a question 
arises as to the interpretation of the deictic term home. Does It refer to the home of the 
child or the home of Olu? From the English glosses one might well conclude that that In the 
first case the action was directed to the home of the child, but In the latter, that the action 
was directed to the home of Olu, though, If they were related, the referent might be the 
same. 
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Awoyale (1987:22) proposed two principles which also run Into dlfllcultywlth emlrlcal 
facts: 
12) Avoid Tautology principle: No verb can serialize Itself or Its synonyms. 
The point he Is trying to make Is that one does not llnd Identical lexical Items In the 
serial string, but Khmer offers clear counterexamples: 
13)a. yaal) lruit thaa t;m psaa tau 
we think say go market go 
'We think we'll just go to the market.' 
b. koot ?aoy khi'lom kcay luy 7aoy ?awpuk 
prn. give me borrow money give father 
'He let me borrow money for my father.' 
There are a number of possible treatments for the prollflc final 1'!t1 whlch will not be 
discussed here. It doesn't really matter whether It Is a subordinating or coordinating serial 
verb - it st!ll violates the Avoid Tautology principle. The examples with 1l!2y are just as 
prolific. 
Awoyale (1987:24) also proposes another condition: 
I4) Collocation Condition: Every verb In a series must satisfy Its local collocatlonal 
requirements at all syntactic levels. 
He points out that thls Is not the same as the Projection Principle (Chomsky 1981). He 
claims that"one verb In a serial construction does not contain another verb In Its lexical 
entry, so the lexicon cannot account for collocation restrictions." It Is true that the Projection 
Principle says nothing about collocations directly, but If collocatlonal Information Is not 
contained In the lexicon, then where Is It to be located? In any event, It seems that what he 
terms collocat!onal material Is simply a semantic feature of a lexical Item, that , for example, 
a certain verb allows a resultative complement (Awoyale's preferred example 1987:22) Is not 
peculiar to serlallz!ng languages. The same restriction holds In English, where many resultatlves 
are appropriate only when combined with an appropriate matrix verb: 
15) Maggie wiped the counter dry. (English) 
·Maggie wiped the counter dirty. 
2.2. Coordinating Serial Verb Constructions 
It has already been noted that serial structures of a coordinate type differ from those 
of a subordlnatye type. Syntactically, Coordinating Serial Verb Constructions can be described 
as coordinate structures with null conjunctions. This analysis ls supported by the fact that 
explicit conjunctions can often be Inserted, as In (16). 
16) a .!ku svuga n w11g nemdl'! (Maori; Peterson 1971) 
he took knlle CM cut meat 
'He cut the meat with a knUe.' 
Here CM Is a marker of conjunction. 
Semantically, all that needs to be explained Is how the main verb of the lower clause 
Identifies the subject of the higher clause as Its own subject. This, however, ls garden-variety 
conjunction and the explanation will be the same as that employed In any other case, such 
as "He drank the martini and ate the olive". 
There are dllferences between simple coordination and coordinate serial constructions. 
From a semantic viewpoint, one difference was pointed out In Sebba (1987:150 ). "In sentence 
coordination, the interpretation given to the whole sentence Is the same as that which 
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would be given to the two conjuncts each taken separately.• From a syntactic viewpoint, the 
most Important difference Is the availability of conjunctions, as mentioned above. These 
differences can be shown In the following examples, where (17.a) and (18.b) arf' straightforward 
coordination and the primed examples are serialized constructions. 
17)a. Osinaa 
he-thread-PAST 
doroba no 
needle the 
na 
and 
opamm tam 
he-sew-PAST cloth 
no 
the 
(Akan) 
a'. 
b. 
Oslnaa doroba no pamm tam 
'S/he threaded the needle and sewed the cloth' 
Oslna doroba no na ampamm 
he-thread-PAST needle the and he-NEG-sew 
no 
tam 
cloth 
no 
the 
b'. *Os!na doroba no mpamm tam no 
'He threaded the needle and didn't sew the cloth' 
In the positive examples (17.a) the conjunction can be either present or absent, but In 
the negative examples (17.b) the conjunction Is obligatory, and the purely serialized form 
with negation In the lower clause ls ruled out. Sebba gives further evidence Involving 
adverbs, and argues that the serialized forms are examples of V coordination rather than 
sentential coordination. This analysis seems to be correct. 
Strong additional support for the difference between coordinating and subordinating 
serial verb phrase constructions Is provided by extraction phenomena. Sebba (1987:lOOff) 
shows that the coordinate structures (e.g. 18.a) do not allow the sort of extraction prohibited 
by the Coordinate Construction Constralnt (Ross 1967), while subordinate structures (18.b) 
do. 
18)a. Mary go na wowoyo bay krosl 
Mary go LOC market buy clothes 
'Mary went to market and bought clothes.' 
a'. •soortukrosl Mary go na wowoyo bay 07 
What (sort of) clothes did Mary go to market and buy?
b. Kofi tekl a nefl kotl a brede 
Kofi take the knife cut the bread 
'Koll took the knife and cut the bread = Koll cut the bread with a knlle.' 
b'. San Koll teki a nefl kotl 
What Koll take the knife cut 07 
'What did Koll cut with the knife?' 
Though Autolex:ical accounts of coordination have not yet been developed, It seems 
reasonable to follow Sebba's line and treat Coordinating Serial Verb Constructions as 
coordinated V's In the syntax. In the semantics It remains an open question whether the 
coordination applies to P-1 or F, I.e. to one-place predicates or full propositions, but this 
question Iles outside the scope of the present work. One might represent the coordinating 
serial construction (18.a) as In (19): 
v 
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19) 
Syntax 
V p 
()I II I 
Mary go nawowoyo bay 
I I I I I 
r' ml Q r• Q 
Semantics 
F 
2.3. Detctlc Serialization 
TWs type of serial constructions Involves a deictic verb followed by a verb phrase. It 
exists even In English, and can be found In many langwi_ges which do not otherwise show 
evidence of serial verb constructions, such as Arable (Hussein: this volume). l will leave 
discussion of these to Geoff Pullum (this volume) and Dal (tWs volume), but add a few more 
examples In (20). 
20)a. t'ilU y:>:>k kasaet m:>:>k (Khmer) 
~o take newspaper come 
Go get the newspaper.' 
b. Di kabudu go pe foh de kill uman dehn, p!kln dehn (Krlo) 
The gang go pay for they kill woman DEM-pl children DEM-pl 
'This gang pays for the killing of women and chlldren.'6 
c. Anda ola kantu akel slfm ten taju. (Malayo-Portugese Cr.) 
go see ll that gentleman 1s home 
'Go and see If that gentleman Is at home.' 
d, Viens prendre ta lettre (French) 
come take your letter 
'Come take your letter.' 
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2 .4 Serialization, Concatenation, and Complementation 
In the literature the term serial has been applied to many types of structures, only 
some of which meet the defining criteria proposed above. Here some of the other constructions 
which have been, or might be called serial verb constructions will be briefly considered. 
i. V+ V structures in work on Tlbeto-Burman languages (Matlsoff, 1973). 
21) !)a-hi !la q:>? chI t5? pI ve (Lahu) 
we had-to again ll!t out for pmlv(alflrrna.tton) 
v, v. vh v. v. 
'We had to lift (It) out again for (them).' 
In the example, foil Is the head verb, according to Matis offs analysis, with two "versatile 
verbs" on either side of It. I will refer to these structures, which involve the concatenation of 
simple verbs, as Verb Concatenation Structures, represented by v•. I will assume a structural 
representation of the syntax, In which the verbs are conjoined under a V-node. These 
structures can be analyzed either as coordinate structures or incorporation structures. The 
latter seems more appropriate, since In the case of those languages which have Inflectional 
devices, Inflection Is marked only on the heads of compound verbs, e.g. 
22) Tos onak !ah pll (Paamese) 
(toose ona-ku lahl pilu) 
torch poss-lsg 3sg-real-carry stick together 
'My torch shines with a narrow beam.' 
ii. V+V structures in work on Dravidian languages (Steever 1988, Fedson, 1981, Nagarajan 
1990), and sometimes In work on Vietnamese and Khmer (Mikami, 1981). 
23) en Jox man-<1-an cl?-<1-an (Kurux)
1-nom servant be-pres-ls do-temporar!ly-pres-lsg 
'I am becoming a servant temporarily.' 
From a purely syntactic point of view, the structure of th.ls type of sentence Is that of 
auxiliary verb + v complement. I will accordingly adopt the term Auxiliary Structure to 
describe this form of serial structure, sometimes employing the abbreviation (V+v*]. 
fif. V+V subordinating serial verb structures In work on Creole and Mainland Southeast 
Asian languages (LI 1973, Fllbeck 197S, Bamgbose 1986, Sebba 1987, Baker, 1989, 
Seuren 1990). 
24) Kofi naki Amba kiri (Sranan) 
Koll hit Arnba kill 
'Kofi struck Arnba dead.' 
This Is the typical serial verb construction which Is the subject ol lnverstlgatlon In the 
present study. These will be designated Serial v Constructions and will be abbreviated [v*J.
The phrase structure of these constructions will be discussed below. 
iv. Finite V+ Finite v structures In work on Saramaccan Creole (Byrne, 1987, 1990 ). 
25) a. a bl left di wosu kaba (Saramaccan) 
he TNS paint the house ftn.lsh 
'He had painted the house already.' 
b. a le.ft di wosu bi kaba 
C. a bl fell di WOSU bl kaba 
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This Is a very rare type of serial structure, found only In Saramaccan, Cape Verde 
Krlolu and Guinea Bissau Creole 7• Here It seems that not just a verb phrase Is serialized, 
but a larger constituent consisting of a verb phrase plus tense/aspect and negation markers. 
Both the data and analysis remain controversial, but accepting the analysis In Byrne (1987), 
we wlll Indicate these as Finite v*, using the term Finite Serial v Structure to describe 
them. 
It will later prove convenient to distinguish concatenation from the other types of 
structures. The term Phrasal Serialization will be used for all serial forms which involve v 
constituents. 
2.5. Structural Properties of Subordinating Serial V Constructions 
We have already examined some definitional criteria and tests which have failed to 
properly characterize or distinguish subordinating serial verb constructions. Now let us 
turn to two conditions which do seem to be helpful in this regard. 
2.5.1. The Tense-Aspect Simultaneity Condition (TASC) 
In Schiller (1989c) the Tense-Aspect Simultaneity Condition:, which merely recapitulates 
an observation made by many scholars, was proposed as a condition on Serial Verb 
Constructions. Acting upon inspiration from Marshall Lewis (1990), I have changed the 
wording, but not the meaning, of the condition. 
26) Tense-Aspect Simultaneity Condition: The serialized constituents involved may 
only bear a single value for tense or aspect operators. 
In a language which has morphological Inflections for tense or aspect, this will have 
the following consequences. In a subordinating serial verb construction, the multiple verbs 
may each be marked for tense or aspect, but there must be only a single tense or aspect 
involved8• Alternatively, the marking may be born by only one verb, in which case It has 
scope over the entire construction. 
Baker (1989) points out that this ls consistent with his GB analysis, since features 
present under !NFL are copied onto the heads of VP's. Thus, for him, the syntactic headship 
of each of the verbs Is demonstrated. Autolexical theory provides the possibility of the 
trl-modular representation of (J.7) as shown In (J.8): 
27) Koflye y,:-e adwurna ma-a Arnrna (Akan) 
Kofi do-PAST work glve-PAST Arnrna 
'Kofi worked for Amma.' 
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28) 
F[BEN] 
Semantic• 
Kofi p do work 
~ 
N V Al N 
V Morphology 
v-· V-' 
Kofi do-PAST work give-PAST Amma 
I I I I 
N V N V N 
This tree shows that In the semantics, represented by the upper hall of the tree, a 
single aspect marker Is present, Instantiated twice In the morphology, represented by the 
lower hall ol the tree. This "spreading•, as Byrne (this volume) terms It, Is common In those 
v-serlallzlng languages which have Inflectional morphology to Indicate tense or aspect. The 
only significant dlllerence between Byrne's analysis and the Autolex1cal approach to spreading 
is that In the approach adopted here the category ol tense would not appear In the 
syntactic representation at all, as It Is only a semantic entity In Akan, which Is Instantiated 
directly In the morphology without being mediated by any syntax at all. 
2.5.2. The Unsunderablllty Condition 
In order to distinguish Subordinating Serial Verb Constructions from Co6rdlnatlng 
Serial Verb Constructions, Schiller (1989c, revised slightly here) suggested that for the 
former type, the following test applies: 
29) Unsunderability Condition: No conjunctive particle can appear Jn, or be inserted 
between, the serialized constituents without altering the meaning of the sentence. 
This can be Illustrated In (30 and 31), where the sentences take on dllferent meanings 
depending on the presence ol absence of a conjunction. In (30), the implication Is that the 
food also arrived at the house, but (31) carries with It no such Implication. 
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30) koat ynk mhoup m:>'.>k phteah (Khmer) 
prn. take food come house 
'He brought the food home.' 
31) koat y:>'.>k mhoup haafnllll) m:>'.>k phteah 
prn. take food and come house 
'He took the food and then came home.' 
2.5.3 The Phrase Structure of Serial Verb Constructions 
A number of surface structure representations have been proposed for Subordinating 
Serial v Constructions. These structural descriptions are presented below. In each case it is 
the surface representation that Is given, and not the deep structure posited In some 
transformational accounts. 
The earliest discussion of serial verbs was a pedagogical grammar (Christaller 1875) 
which contained little theoretical discussion but did distinguish two types of combinations, 
including an "essential combination" where 
"one verb ls the prlnclpal, and nother ls an auxiliary verb, supplying, as it 
were, and adverb of time or manner,[ ...] or forming or Introducing a complement 
( ... ] or adjunct [.. ]; or the second verb Is supplemental, forming part of a 
verbal phrase. The actions expressed by both verbs are simultaneous and In 
an Internal or Inseparable relation or connection. In this case, the auxiliary or 
supplemental verb Is coordinate ojnly In fonn, but subordinate In sense, whether 
It be preceding or succeeding the principal verb". 
What Is so remarkable about this quotation is that it seems to capture exactly the 
same Insights as the autolexical account, if we take Christaller's "form" to represent syntax 
and his "sense" to represent semantics, a fairly obvious Interpretation. 
The earliest treatment of serial verbs from a transformational perspective was presented 
in Stewart (1963). This analysis assumed two underlying sentences which underwent an 
obligatory transformation to form a single surface entity. 
Categorial considerations entered the picture In Ansre (1966), which discussed some 
serial verbs as behaving syntactically in a manner later to be termed 'coverbs'. These will 
be discussed in Chapter 6. For present purposes, It Is simply important to note that Ansre 
realized that although the serialized formatives were identical In form to verbs, they often 
had qualities of other categories:"[ ... ] many verbs when they stand next to others play the 
part of English prepositions, adverbs, or conjunctions." But Ansre was not focussing on the 
syntax of these items so much as their morphology ("they are no longer conjugated") or 
semantics. 
The question of base-generation versus transformational derivation of serial verb 
structures was a subject of continuing debate in the mld-1970's. Stahlke (1970) launched a 
major debate when he presented a Generative Semantics account of serialization. His careful 
study rejected a coordination treatment. He noted that serial structures and those with 
overt coordination differed in that the latter could take an additional conjoined sentence 
which contradicts an Implication of the conjoined structure. Thus, to use English paraphrases 
of his Yoruba examples for clarity, the serial structure 'I take book come home' differs from 
'I take book and come home' in that only In the latter case Is It possible to continue the 
sentences with 'but I forgot to bring It [the book]'. 
On a more concrete syntactic level, he noted that the object NP's of serial verbs can 
be Wh-lronted, which, if conjunction were involved, would violate the Coordinate Structure 
Constraint of Ross (1967), a constraint which seems to hold In Yoruba, according to Sebba 
(1987). Finally, he noted that all of the serialized verbs must agree with regard to negation, 
auxiliaries and mood. 
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Stahlke also considered the posslb!llty that the serialized verbs might be case markers, 
but rejected that possibility on grounds which were then relevant, but which seem less so 
today (If one accepts radical autonomy of components.) So, for example, one objection was 
that these lexemes are Inflected for case (a morphologlcal consideration). Another obJectlon, 
based on the notion that redundancy In grammar was somehow undesirable, was that these 
case markers could be replaced by lex!cally distinct preposltlons. This objection will be 
taken up In Chapter 6. 
Bamgbose (1974) was prlmarlly concerned with differentiating two types of serials, 
linking (what has been described here as coordlnate) and modifying (what has been described 
here as subordinate). For the latter_type, which Is our concern in this section, he posited 
the following structural description (32): 
32) 
s 
/ 
Ohl sue wA II~ 
Qiu ran come home 
This description Involves syntactic subordination of the lower VP within the scope of a 
VP. 
A major syntactic analysis was carried out by Schachter (1974). His primary concern 
was whether serial structures were base generated or derived via transformations. He 
proposed the following base-generated structure: 
33) Schachter (1974) [S .. NP Aux VP VP•J10 
This generation of a flat structure as a base rule was somewhat controversial, as at the 
time binary branching was In vogue for most non-adverbial material. Indeed, It wasn't long 
before the Interpretation of serial matterlal as adverbial was brought Into the theoretical 
arena. 
Schachter's analysis was criticized by Stahlke (1975) in reply to the aforementioned 
article. His objection was based on the "adverbial" nature of the subordinate verb phrase. 
Stahlke was not arguing that all serials were adverbial In nature, recognizing that there 
were some Irregular alexlcal collocations", some modal structures, and some sentential 
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conjuncts. But for the majority of cases he proposed the following analysis. 
34) 
s 
It should be borne In mind that this proposal was made before the Introduction of ~ 
syntax by Jackendoff (1971), so there was nothing objectionable In the rule which rewrote 
an adverb as a combination of verb plus noun phrase, though this structure would be more 
plausibly analyzed as a verb phrase (as In Sebba 1981). Ignoring the question of node 
labelllng, the structure Is In any event quite dUferent from that of Schachter (and Fllbeck, to 
be presented below), In one way In which the structure proposed by Sebba differs from my 
own analysis. But Schachter's analysis falls to posit a single syntactic constituent which 
Includes all of the sertallzed material. 
Fllbeck's analysis of Thal serial verb constructions does not differ substantially from 
that of Schachter (1974): 
35) Fllbeck 1975 
PDP 
~(~;1P1~V~J 
V (NP) V (NP) V (NP) 
Here the predicate phrase dominates a node for auxiliary verbs followed by a number 
of verb phrases and then, optionally, sentential material. 
Williams (1976) proposed analysis which was quite similar In many respects, but 
which added an Important dimension In that he explicitly recognized subcategortzatlon 
features on some serialized verbs. His syntactic rule was stated as: 
36) VP ... V (NP) (PP) (VP) 
In his dissertation on Sierra Leone Krio, he discussed the following example, which we 
will return to In (41): 
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37) Modtlpe d~ wAka g6 na m.Aldt (Krlo) 
Modupe PROG walk go LOC market 
'Modupe Is walking to the market.' 
The last of the major analyses of the 1970's was that presented by Van Leynseele 
(1975). She proposed a new phrase structure node, D, which would have the rewriting 
specifications of a VP but would represent a subordinate proposition. She gave the following 
preliminary base-generated surface structure of a sentence of Any!: 
38) Koff 
Kofi 
fa 
take 
bwa 
sheep-PL 
W\ll\l 
enter-HAB 
suA 
house 
nii 
Inside 
'Kofi takes the sheep Into the stable.' 
39) 
s 
NP 
fa bwa wvlv sua niiKoll 
take sheep-pl enter-HAB house 
Inside 
Van Leynseele 1975 preliminary analysis of (38) 
She notes that this analysis has the advantage "That semantically full handling verbs 
mayt be Inserted directly under VI without positing other underlying sentences or clauses, 
thus avoiding the epenthetlc verb Insertion rule as well as equl-NP and equl-fa-phrase 
deletion rules." 
But Van Leynseele was not fully satisfied with this analysis. She went on to remark that 
"In the above P-markers, I have followed Stahlke (1974) In assuming that there Is one VP 
node dominating all surface VP's In series. However, Schachter (1974:278) maintains that 
this highest VP node has not been "earned" by Stahlke's argumentation. And as yet, no clear 
evidence for such a node has turned up In the Any! material. Therefore, the following fule 
may turn out to be superior to the preceding proposals: S .. NP (D) VP." 
She provided the following structual representation: 
40) 
s 
NP 
fa bwa wvlv sua nii'Kofi 
take sheep-pl enter-HAB house 
Inside 
The debate continued In WIiiimas (1976), where the following structure was suggested: 
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41) 
s 
Modupe 
de waka go na maldt 
Sebba notes that: 
"The lexical entry for gQ would specify that It Is followed by a PP bearing 
the thematic relation GOAL; this would enable gQ to flt Into the available VP 
position after waka. Other "serial verb" sequences In which one verb phrase 
appears to bear a thematic relation with respect to a verb are handled similarly 
by appropriate lexical features. 
Wllliams's analysis Is an Important advance In that It recognizes that 
relationships between at least some "serial verbs" must be handled In the 
lexicon. It also provides a phrase structure rule which treats the whole verbal 
series as a consltutent, which Is an advantage over Schachter's proposal." 
So far so good. But Sebba has an objection: 
"A problem with Williams' rule ... Is that It produces many strings which 
cannot occur In surface structure, and would therefore have to be excluded by 
rules from some other component, for example lexical strict subcategorlsatlon 
rules or syntactic filters." 
It Is precisely this course which Is being adopted In the present work. Semantic 
subcategorlzatlon rules In the lexicon will be shown to be necessary to account for the 
different types of verb serlallzatlon, particularly with regard to semantic Interpretation of 
subjecthood. Thus no additional mechanism Is necessary In this treatment of serial verb 
constructions. 
The lssu,i of the phrase structure of serial verb constructions then left the theoretical 
arena for about a decade. This may have been due, In part, to the fact that the wide 
acceptance of X-theory which followed the publication of Jackendoff (1977) rendered many 
of these proposals unworkable. In addition, the presence of serial verb constructions In 
many creole languages brought a new angle to the debate - the question of the relationship 
between serialization and creollzatlon. In this new debate, sparked by the publication of 
Bickerton (1981), the actual phrase structure was not a significant Issue. 
In the mld-1980's, however, the structure of serial verb constructions once again 
became a popular topic. Sebba (1987) was the most thorough study of the phrase structure 
undertaken to date. He provides the following representation": 
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42) Sebba 1987 
~ 
V (XP) VP
1 
/1"'-v (XP) VP 
2 
{(XP) 
here X can stand for Nor P. (The top le.ft V was probably Intended to be NP.) 
ln Sebba's view, adopted by most of the GPSG analysts and Categorlal Grammartans 
(e.g. Welker 1990), the verb phrases are not sisters, but rather are embedded VP nodes. He 
does not offer any syntactic rationale for this decision, but relies Instead on semantic criteria. 
Even so, he runs Into some problems. Consider the following data from Akan (Chrlstaller
1930): 
43) a. :>de 
he-take 
adare 
machete 
not 
the 
twaa 
cut-PAST 
nkr:>mata 
branch 
no 
the 
'He cut the branch with a machete' 
b. :>de adare not twaa neho 
he-take machete the cut-PAST himself 
'He cut himself with a machete' 
c. *Kofi de Amma blrlmm no 
Kofi take Amma beat-PAST her/himc· on the reading where no:Amma) 
cf, Kofi used Amma to beat her*(self) [Commentary: Sebba 1987] 
Sebba comments on (43.a & b) that: 
"lfa non-reflexive pronoun occupies the NP3 slot, this could not be core.ferentlal 
with an Inanimate NP in the same sentence because Inanimate NP's do not 
have pronominal anaphora In this position, although animate NP's do. However, 
a pronoun in NP3 position does not seem to be able to re.fer to an animate NP2 
either:• 
He then cites (43.c) and notes that: 
"Since NP! ls clearly the subject of both VI and V2 In these examples (as 
shown by the reflexlvlsatlon facts) we analyse them as 'VP<oordlnation" 
produced by the rule VP ... VP VP. The fact evidenced by (c), viz. That a 
pronoun In NP3 position cannot be an anaphor of NP2, Is probably to be 
explained by another principle." 
The problem here ls that the examples cited (40.a & b), seem to be normal serial v 
constructions, but the reflexlvizatlon facts12 force Sebba to adopt an analysis for these 
forms which Is unlike other Instrumental forms. In fact, he adopts for these examples the 
analysis which ls posited In this thesis for all subordinating serials. I therefore take these 
examples to be supportive of the syntactic analysis adopted In this work. 
Awoyale (1988) proposes, and then rejects, the following two analyses which dilfer 
from all others proposed so far. In the first, he posits a sentential complement to the matrix 
verb phrase, while In the second he proposes a structure In which the object of the matrix 
verb Is embedded In a subordinate clause (both trees are meant to represent the sentence 
Ale bought clothes for Olu): 
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44) 
s 
v 
/\NP NP V NPV NP 
AJ~ ~'1ra PRO flln 0111 
'buy' 'clothing' 'give' 
Of this structure, which he doesn't attribute to anyone tn particular, he raises the 
following questions. 
"First .•• what Is the status of PRO? Second,..how does s come In (without a 
COMP node) when there ls no evidence of coordination or embedding?..." 
Although I do not find this representation appropriate, neither of these objections 
seems valid. Uone wanted to have a complementation structure of the sort shown In (45). 
45) ls NP[..., V [9 COMP [5 PRO VP]J1] 
This should not be objectlonal on structural grounds Just because there Is not surface 
complementlzer. The siny>lest objection to the given structure Is that the subordinate material 
does not behave like ans (or S}, In that It cannot contain an overt negator of Its verb (as we 
shall see below), or any agreement or tense markers which do not match that of the matrix 
verb. In other words, nothing about this structure suggests why It must obey the 
Unsunderablllty Condition and the Tense-Aspect Simultaneity Condition. 
Awoyale's second tree Is presented In (,46): 
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46) 
NP 
raAJ~ 
'buy' 
aso fun 01u 
'clothing' 'give' 
Here his objection Is that there Is no Indication that hln Is subordinate to @, and he 
raises the question "does this structure commit us to recognizing double object structures In 
the language?". With regard to the first part of his objection, I agree comfletely, having 
made the same point about Sebba's representation. But on the second point am less clear, 
unless he had In mind the following: 
47) 
NP 
AJ~ ra ~Q fl1n 
'give''buy' 'clothing' 
But perhaps he Is concerned more (or exclusively) with the semantics In his comment. 
Unfortunately, the GB framework does not allow such a separation of syntactic and semantic 
analysis, because the Projection Principle requires that the lexical requirements of the 
verbs be consistent at all levels of a derivation. 
These concerns of thematic relations and the structural rqulrements Imposed by the 
projection principle gave rise to an elaborate description of the syntax of serial verb 
constructions by Mark Baker. Baker expllcltly allowed the sort of double object constructions 
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which Awoyale was reluctant to recognize. His analysis employed the following description 
of a typical serial construction: 
48) Baker I 989 
s 
~ 
NP I VP 
Kofi I (Ag) Ag) 
~ 
nalcl NP I(,:.ih) Amba V 
\Jtt;: : 
~Th) 
'Kofi struck Amba dead' 
Here the &-roles are assigned as shown by the arrows (AG = Agent, Th = Theme). For 
Baker, serlallzed constituents are dominated by a single V' node, but there Is no node which 
dominates a single constituent such as hlt-Amba. Under Baker's Government and Binding 
account, nalcl must be to the left of Amba by the word order prlclple that X' &-marks 
phrases to Its right In VO languages. Kiri must be to the right of Amba, since It Indirectly 
&-marks It, by the word order principle that for categories with a bar-level grater than zero, 
the category Is predicated of an NP to Its left In VO languages. 
49) Schiller 1989c (\7 - i::I v•J13 
In Schlller (1989b) I provided the rule cited In (50), which would allow for structures 
similar to that of Schachter and Fllbeck. 
50) 
~ 
N~ , .................... n 
In fact, however, the analyses presented In the paper did not make direct use of these 
rules. Instead two rules, never explicitly stated, were assumed throughout: 
Si) 
52) 
So that the appropriate structure, used In the analyses of the paper, Is: 
53) 
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v 
~ 
~ v 
~ 
V v 
1 ..................... n 
It Is this structure which I take to be the correct structural description of the syntax 
of the subordinating serial V construction. Many of the alternative structures proposed In 
the preceding section were motivated more by semantic than syntactic consideration. In 
Chapters 4 and 5, I will present arguments for particular semantic structures that do not 
always parallel the syntactic structure presented above, but I know of no syntactic arguments 
against the simple concatenation of V's. 
Welker (fhls volume) provide an analysis of very simple subordinating serial verb 
constructions from a categorlal grammar perspective. She distinguishes two types, depending 
upon whether there is a shared object or a case of the object of the first verb functioning as 
the semamtlc subject of the second. 
She proposes a complex category (VP\(VP/NP))\NP which can be described as a 
category which combines with a noun phrase to Its left to form a category of verb phrase 
laclc:!ng an noun phrase. This category Is created In the lexicon by a productive lexical rule 
which applies to only those verbs which happen to participate In serial constructions. The 
semantic translation of the syntactic rule depends on properties of the specific lexical Item. 
In the given example, the translation provided by Welker Is as In (54.a), as a result of the 
aforementioned lexical rule, which Is presented In (54.b). 
54)a. hlt'(a)(k) 7 k!ll'(a)(k) 
b. If P,1.._ls a lexical Item of category VP/NP, there Is another lexical Item~ of category 
(VP\(VP/NrJ)\NP. The sematlc translation of~= ky)..rJ..x[R(y)(x) 7 p,(y)(x)]. 
If, however, the final verb In the string Is Intransitive, as In a serial which might be 
translated as 'Kofi push Amba fall' , Welker's analysis Is as In (55): 
55) a. push'(a)(k) 7 fall'(a) 
b. If p, Is a fexlcal Item of category VP, there Is another lexical Item ~ of category 
(VP\(VP/NP))\NP. The sematlc translation of~= ',:;y R ',:;x[R(y)(x) 7 p,(y)]. 
Without getting into the theory-Internal details of the formalism, the analysis basically 
states that there are lexical rules which will tum both transitive and lnstransltlve verbs 
into the category (VP\(VP/NP))\NP, with semantic tranlstlon rules preserving the difference 
in transitivity. As this proposal Is quite new, the details of analysis for many of the more 
complicated serial constructions have not been worked out. I Include It here not merely for 
completeness, but rather because It does show that categorlal grammar can, Indeed, manage 
to account for the correct semF,tlcs of a serial verb construction without directly Involving 
a syntacto-semantlc mismatch' . One question which Immediately springs to mind Is whether 
this complicated syntactic category Is justllled on any grounds, e.g. are there any other 
lexical Items In the languages under consideration (or any other languages, for that matter), 
which are members of the category (VP\(VP/NP))\NP. 
The preceding discussion constitutes an overview of various treatments of subordinating 
serial V constructions. 
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3. Defining Subordinating Serial V Constructions 
We can now define the Subordinating Serial v Construction as follows: 
56) A construction Is a Subordinating Serial V Construction !ff: 
a. It contains two or more v's dominated by a single v node. 
b. The v's are associated with a single proposition In the semantics, which contains an 
Fand an MF. 
c. The v's obey the Tense Aspect Simultaneity Condition. 
d. The v's obey the Unsunderabillty Condition. 
e. At least one argument Is shared by the predicates corresponding to the two verbs. 
These criteria eliminate the following constructions which are sometimes Included In 
the discussion of serial verbs: 
1. Coordinating Serial Verb Constructions (b,c,d) 
2. Auxiliary structures 01 v). (a) 
3. Causatives. (a) 
4. Complementlzers (a) 15• 
On the other hand, our criteria permit consideration of "coverbs" as serial verbs, a 
topic which will be mentioned briefly below. 
In addition, we can further define a subset of Subordinating Serial v Constructions 
where the order of the v's matches the order one would expect to find given the fundamental 
word order of the language. That Is, such that In a YO language the VP representing the 
semantically primary prOE(?Sltlon (F) precedes the VP representing the semantically 
subordinate proposition (MF), while In an OY language the semantically subordinate 
proposition (MF) precedes the VP representing the semantically primary proposition (F). 
57) Canonical Subordinating Serial Verb Construction: A subordinating serial verb 
construction where the order of the v's reflects the head-complement order of the language. 
4. The Semantic Case Instantiation Principle and Its predictions. 
The Semantic Case Instantiation Principle (58) was Introduced In Schiller (1989c). 
58) Semantic Case Instantiation Principle ('SCIP): Semantic Case relations are Instantiated 
by the most concrete possible mechanism. 
Because of the Relative Abstractness Of Levels (Schiller I 989c), It will be predicted 
that semantic cases such as Instrument, goal, source and location will be Instantiated 
morphologically, U possible. If a language does not have the capacity for morphological 
Instantiation, syntactic means will be used, generally vta ad positional phrases. Falling that, a 
language may resort to Subordinating Serial Verb Constructions. Some languages, e.g. Kalam 
(Pawley 1980) do not even have that mechanism available, and must employ yet another 
mechanism. 
Let us begin by considering the Instrumental case [INS], as Instantiated In a number of 
languages: 
59) a. Ya reru khleb nofom. (Russian) 
IINOMJ cut bread[ACCJ knUe[lliSTJ
' cut the bread With a krllte. 
b. I cut the bread with a knUe (English) 
c. Sokh kac sac nUII) kambut (Kluner)
Sok cut meat with knUe 
'Sok cuts the meat with a knUe.' 
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d. Ml e teld a nefi koti a brede (Sranan) 
I ASP take the knJfe cut the bread 
I cut the bread wlth a knife. 
'I cut the bread wlth a knife.' 
e. prlchaa ch~y
Prlchaa use 
milt 
knJfe 
tat 
cut 
nla 
meat 
(Thal) 
'I cut the bread wlth a knife.' 
f. Klmom y:>:>k ko:mbut tau kac 
I take knife go cut 
'I picked up a knife to go and cut meat.' 
sac 
meat 
(Khmer) 
(59.a) shows the morphological case Instantiation of (INS], via an Inflectional ending In 
Russian. (5'9.b & c) demonstrate the syntactic case Instantiation of (INS], where a preposition 
Is used. In the both examples, the preposition chosen Is Identical to the marker of comltat!ve 
relations. Thal and Sranan lack appropriate prepositions, however, and therefore a serial 
verb construction Is employed, Involving the verb 'take' (59.d & e). But what about (59.1)7
(59.f) ls not a Subordinating Serial Verb Construction. Informants state that this cannot 
be used to express Instrumentality. Even with an aspect marker Inserted, It cannot mean 
that the meat was cut wlth a knlle. In fact, the sentence Implies that the meat did not get cut 
at all, only that the knlle has been picked up wlth that Intent. Yet the sentence Is not exactly 
parallel to (60), which Involves a clear purpose clause marked by 'give' In a Subordinating 
Serial Verb Construction. Nothing In 21. Implies any Intent. 
60) Klmom y:>:>k kambut ?aoy tau kac sac (Khmer) 
I take knife give go cut meat 
I picked up a knife to go cut meat. 
Why should Khmer and Sranan differ so greatly In the Interpretation of (59.d & f). The 
avallablllty of (59.c) combined wlth the Semantic Case Instantiation Principle. suggests that 
Khmer use (59.c) rather than (59.f). The Semantic Case Instantiation Principle may, In fact, 
be related to Grlcean maxims. the more concrete manner of expression Is often briefer. 
5. Coverbs and Syntactic Polysemy 
Syntactic Polysemy (defined In Schlller 1989a) Is a phenomena seen In many languages, 
especially Isolating languages. A single morphological form serves to flll a variety of syntactic
functions. Consider the examples below: 
61) a. Sokh nau pht&.h (Khmer)
Sokh be-In house 
'Sok Is home.' 
b. Sokh r~h nau srok srae 
Sokh reside In province rice-field 
'Sokh lives In the boonies.' 
c. Sokh nau r~h nau srok srae 
Sokh still reside In province rice-field 
'Sok:h stlll lives In the boonies. 
d, nau tunlee saap Sok:h cap tral 
In lake fresh Sokh catches fish 
'In the Tonlee Saap, Sok catches fish' 
e. khi\om thvaa kaa nau laay 
l do work In still 
•rm still working.' 
In (61.a), /nau/ Is the main verb, whlle In (61.b) It can be analy,;fd either as a preposition 
or as part of a compound verb. An aspectual function Is seen In (61.c) 1 , whlle an unambiguously
prepositional function Is seen In (61.d). The situation In (61.e) ls less clear, wlth analysis as 
an adverbial phrase (or compound word) or prepositional. phrase possible. Since the phrase 
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Is not possible In topic position (a possibility for prepositional phrases but not adverbial 
phrases In Khmer) and cannot be reduced to a single occurence of /n.iu/ (62), I favor an 
analysis as a compound adverbial. 
62)a. •khftom thv.ia kaa n.iu 
I do work stlll 
b. nilll laay khl\om thw.i kaa 
In stllll l do work 
c. nilll SUllll cbaa khliom thv.ia kaa 
In Jarden garden I do work 
'D work In e garden.' 
The relationship between the use of a word as both main verb and preposition Is the 
subject of a great deal of literature. The "coverb" analysis ( Ll & Thompson 1973, Clark 
1977), where a verb Is bleached of Its semantics over time and becoms a preposition Is 
appropriate here, even though It only covers two of the uses of the Khmer word /nau/. For 
many years there has been discussion of data from various language families where a 
diachronic analysis has been suggested where a verb gradually loses Its syntactic status as 
a verb and takes over the function and category of a preposition, or, In some cases, maintains 
both the category of verb and the category of preposition. This process Is sometimes called 
grammaticlzatton (e.g. Matlsoff, to appear). 
6. Word Order and Subordinating Serial Verb Constructions 
The fundamental word order of a language and the presence of serial verb constructions 
are related In a number of obvious and subtle ways. Schiller (1990b) discusses these l1n.lcs 
with regard to a wide range of serial constructions, but here we will &e concerned only with 
subordinating serial verb phrase constructions. 
kecall that previously the following types ol serial structures were distinguished: 
63) t. V+ V concatenation structures 
IL V+V auxiliary structures 
IH. V+V serial verb _phrase structures 
Iv. Finite V+ Finite v serial finite verb phrase structures 
The distribution of these types according to fundamental word order Is as follows: 
64) 
l(v•) ll(V+V•) W(.V*) I~*)svo yes yes yes rare 
SOY yes yes rare no 
vso no no no 
VOS ~ yes no no 
Why should word order considerations Influence serial verb constructions? Let us 
consider each of our four types and the characteristics each requires In order to be 
present In a language. 
Type l can be described as an Incorporation structure In the sense of Baker (1988). 
From a transformational standpoint, the language must permlt X' movement In order for 
these to arise. From an Autolex!.cal perspective, It Is necessary that a language have a node 
admlssabllity condition permitting the concatenation structure v[V,VJ In the syntax, and that 
object sharing be licensed In the semantics. 
Type Ji Is the least demanding. All that Is required here Is that auxiliary structures 
exist where verbs can take V complements. 
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Type ill serials call for semantic properties of subject and object sharing, require that 
av be structurally present, and have a node admlssablltlty condition v[Y,Y]. 
Type iv serials require everything needed for type Ill serialization, but In addition 
seem to allow either or both of the serialized constituents to be treated as a head, thus 
eligible for Inflection. 
Three types of serialization 0/+Y.. v•, Finite Y*) can only be present If a language 
contains a verb-phrase constituent., since each crucially Involves serialization of phrasal 
constituents headed by a verb. Thus we do not expect to find these types of serialization In 
languages where there Is no v constituent. Languages where the subject Intervenes between 
verb and object 0/SO, OSV - see discussion below) should not have the possibility of these 
serials, and Indeed, no such constructions have been attested. That leaves SVO, SOV, OVS, 
and VOS languages as candidates for phrasal serialization. 
Serial verbs constructions tend to be found In languages which are most consistent 
typologically with regard to the order of head and complement. 
For SVO languages, this Is type 9, comprising 17% of Hawkins' Extended Sample, 
where the head Is on the left In the major categorles18 (verb>object, noun>adjectlve, 
noun>genetlve, prepositlon>noun). Most of our SVO examples !all Into this category. 
For SOV languages, the most consistent Is the strict head-final type 23, which Is found 
in 29% of Hawkins Extended Sample. (object>verb, adjectlve>noun, genetlve>noun, 
noun>postposltlon). 
Among the less consistent types, we find an unusually large number of type 10 languages 
(considering that they comprise only 5% of Hawkins Extended Sample), which differ from 
type 9 In that the adjective precedes the noun. The presence of such languages In our serial 
collection Is not surprising, since many of them are English-based creoles. 
We also find a number of rarer types and also some languages which show mixed word 
order characteristics. But the vast majority of our examples are SVO languages (type 9 & 
type 10). Given the widespread geographical and genetic differences among the languages 
under consideration, It Is reasonable to assume that there Is a principled link between word 
order and the existence of subordinating serial verb phrase constructions. 
One principle which can help to explain this distribution Is that of Tai (1985): 
65) Principle of temporal sequence: the relative word order between two syntactic units 
ls determined by the temporal order of the states which they represent in the conceptual 
world. 
This non-syntactic Linear Precedence principle would be reflected In a separate, 
Constituent-Order module of the grammar19 In an automodular approach. 
Arguments In serial constructions are often shared by more than one predicate. Some 
theoretical approaches (such as GB, GPSG) show this sharing at a syntactic level, whlle the 
Autolexlcal approach treats this a a purely semantic phenomenon. Under this latter approach, 
word order cannot play any role, since only constituents, and not lexemes, are ordered In 
the semantic component. 
Combining the Principle of Temporal Sequence with the observations made above, 
we will expect to find type Ill subordinating serial verb phrases In four types (SVO, SOV, 
OVS, and VOS) of languages, with the verb fhrases appearing In an order reflecting the 
occurence of events In the real world. We wll not expect to find this sort of serialization In 
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VSO or OSY languages. 
This last observation has empirical support In the Mon-Khmer family of languages, 
where the few YSO languages show only coordinating, and not subordinating serialization, as 
In (21), a clever explanation of which Is provided by Seuren (this volume). 
66) a. ti me ho taw Ilk me pin ke-en (Ravlla) 
take you go send letter you accompany to here 
Go, take the letter, and come back. 
I have not been able to find examples of serialization In OSY languages, and thus the 
prediction that coordinating, but not subordinating serialization Is possible cannot be 
empirically tested. 
We now turn to languages which are predicted to have subordinating serial verb 
phrase constructions according to th analysis presented so far, but which either lack such 
constructions or show some deviation from the normal types of serialization we have considered 
so far. 
There Is a str';inJi!:ndency for SOY languages to display verb concatenat~>n rather 
than verb l)hrase se tlon, despite the presence of a verb phrase constituent . Matlsoff 
(to appear) has already noted this point. Nevertheless there are a few examples of SOY 
languages which show characteristics of verb phrase serialization. They are genetically 
unrelated and geographically far apart, so It Is reasonable to assume that each of these 
languages developed serialization Independently. Our examples are IJo (West African), Baral 
(Papuan), and Lahu and YI (Tlbeto-Burman). As we shall see, however, none of these languages 
conform completely to the deffnltlon of canonical subordinating serial verb constructlon21 
employed In this paper. These SOY languages do, however, have some kind of subordinating 
serial verb constructions. These constructions differ from the canonical serial verb 
constructions In a variety of ways. 
IJo Is the SOY language which comes closest to having canonical subordinating serial 
verb constructions as shown In (67). 
67) a. dllma tun-ru a P.111 (ljo) 
song slng-0 her-give 
sing a song for her 
b. l)r)m~n(. a-yAr)b)dth
clo send her send 
'send her a cloth' 
IJo Is a head-final serializing language described In (Wllllamson, 1965). We would 
therefore expect the 'ii representing the main predication In (67.a) (presumably the act of 
singing) to appear at the end of the sentence, with the 'ii representing the secondary 
predication preceding It. Instead, It seems that the semantically more Important 'ii precedes 
the semantically subordinate V. This can be excplalned by employing Tal's Principle of 
Temporal Sequence given In (65) above. Under that analysis, the 'ii In (67.a) representing 
the singing precedes the 'ii representing the act of giving because the action of singing 
logically precedes the gift of the singing to the reclplenfl. 
Baral, a Papuan SOY language shows serialization of 'ii, but with an Interesting twist. 
The subordinate 'ii seems to b'i:iembedded within the matrix clause, as represented In the 
following autolexlcal graph (68) 
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68) 
Syntax 
HEAD 
Semutlc• 
F 
Baral: He cuts the bread with a knife. 
The apparant discontinuity should not be misconstrued - the semantic component 
contains no linear precedence relations, only dominance relations, and thus this semantic 
representation Is no different from one In which the semantic constituent MF[!NSJ (Instrumental 
modifying predicate) Is to the right of Its sister predicate.24 
Lahu Is a Sino-Tibetan SOV language which has been deeply Investigated by James 
Matlsolf (1973). It Is a language characterized by a great deal of verb concatenation, but 
much less V serialization. Nevertheless, there are some examples of what seem to be typical 
serlai v constructions. 
69) y5 A-cu-ka yu 1£ !}5-cA ca ve (Matlsof!: to appear) 
3pm chopsticks take PRT cabbbage eat PRT 
'He, taking chopsticks, eats cabbage.' 
There are two particles (PR1) Involved In this sentence. Mat!soll (to appear) describes 
!§ as a particle which Indicates that the VP to which It Is concatenated Is not the final VP In 
the sentence. The ve particle Is commonly used to Indicate an affirmation of the previous 
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assertion according to (Matlsoff 1973). The particle might be viewed as some sort of 
coordinator or subordinator, but for our_purposes It Is sufficient merely to note that Its 
obligatory nature demonstrates that the V serialization In Lahu Is Indeed marked In some 
fashion, and thus does not fully meet the criteria specified for subordinating serial verb 
constructions. 
YI, also known as Lolo, Is a language with both SOV and SVO characteristics. Wheatley 
(1984, 1985) presents convincing arguments that "'!be YI languages reflect a change from 
OV<oncatenatlng to OV-serlallzlng structure." Wheatley provides evidence such as the 
following contrast (25) between YI and the related Tlbeto-Burman language Lahu to which 1 
have added a comparable Mandarin Chinese example. 
70) a. l)a'u JE" b't" t'it' sia33 tsl31 kw.. ts¥44 (YI) 
my mother clothes put trunk Inside be-at 
'My mother put the clothes In the trunk.' 
b. 1)3 :'i-e va?-<ia tha? ta-<iO :'i-<ih:> k.1 ta ve (Lahu) 
my mother clothes OBJ box Inside put PT PT ri. 
'My mother put the clothes In the trunk.' 
c. wo de mu-<iln ba ylfu fang zal :xlanfzl U (Mandarin) 
I (poss) mother BA clothes put In trun Inside 
'My mother put the clothes In the trunk' 
For discussion of these examples, see Schiller 1990 (a,b or d). 
What Is the difference between SVO and SOV languages that encourages SVO v-
serlallzatlon while preferring concatenation In SOV languages? 
There are at least three possible explanations for the head-medial (from a constituent 
viewpoint) order: 
I) The given order may well be due to the principle of temporal ordering suggested In 
Tai (1985). 
II) Kirn (1988) discusses a mechanism of preverbal focusing In languages of this type 
(SOV strict head-final, Type 23). He concentrates on the correlation between the occurrence 
of a focused element to the Immediate left of the verb with the typological facts of type 23 
languages. 
Applying Kim's observations to the !Jo examples, we can suggest that It would be 
Inappropriate for the verb phrase representing the semantically subordinate material 
(notated for present purposes as VP:i) to precede the verb phrase representing the 
semantically primary material (notated for present purposes as VP1). Consider the possibilities 
given In (71): 
71)a. NP VPI VP2 
b. NP VP2 VPI 
If the position Immediately to the right of the first verb encountered In the string Is 
the one which receives focus, then If IJo employed a canonical serial verb construction 
(71.b) this focus would be on the object of the subordinate predicate. By reversing the 
order of the VP's, the focus falls on the object of the primary proposition Instead. Thus In 
(67.a), the focus Is on~ rather than her. 
Ill) A third answer lies In an observation articulated In Dryer (1980). He noted that 
many SOV languages employ SVO order when the direct object Is a sentential complement. 
Hawk:lns(l 988:34) refined the observations made by Dryer and came up with the following 
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restatement: 
"If sentential NP's and simple NP's of the same grammatical relation have at least 
partially different word orders, and If these differences Involve clause final and dause 
internal position, then It will be the sentential NP which exhibits the preference for 
clause final position.• 
Since serialized phrases are rather clause-like, especially If one takes semantic as well 
as syntactic Information Into account, It Is not unreasonable to suggest that the order of 
serlallzed verb phrases Is rightward, rather than leftward (as one would expect In a head-llnal 
language), due to the same factors which affect sententlal'NP's as opposed to simple NP's.25 
It Is quite llkely that a combination of the three proposed explanations Is at work. 
Focusing, temporal ordering, and the heaviness of clausal constituents all e_rovlde forces 
which encourage the v representing the primary proposition to precede the v representing 
the subordinate proposition. 
Finally, there remains the question of word order In SVO languages. In some cases 
these languages also have the shared obJect to the right of a verb cluster. 
72) a. koun baoh ~hto!lh s?aat (Khmer) 
child sweep ouse clean 
'The child sweeps the house clean.' 
b. koun baoh sam?aat ~htQi.h 
child sweep cleM![c.wsi ouse 
'The child sweeps the l'iouse clean.' 
73) a. Koll nake kiri Amba ('Sranan) 
Koll hit kill Amba 
'Koll struck Amba dead' 
b. Koll nake Amba kiri 
Koll hit Amba kill 
"Kofi struck Amba dead' 
There are two attested word orders for the serial construction. (73.a) Is a marked 
form which was attested In the 19th centruy and Is still accepted by some speakers today, 
according to Sebba (1987). Baker (1989), In a footnote, asserts that such sentences "are not 
normal Sranan", and therefore falls to provide an explanation for thls alternative word 
order, which his account rules out as follows. 
Under Baker's Government and Binding account, nakl must be to the left of Amba by 
the word order prlclple that X' &-marks phrases to Its rlglifin VO languages. fgJ:! must be to 
the right of Amba, since it Indirectly &-marks It, by the word order principle that for 
categories with a bar-level grater than zero, the category Is predicated of an NP to Its left In 
VO languages. 
What Is particularly puzzling Is JJiat the structure In (73.a) should be an allowable 
case of Incorporation (cf. Baker 1988) . One could plausibly suggest that there are two 
forms of Sranan, call them SrananA and SrananB, which differ only In that the SrananA 
dialect facultatlvely permits Incorporation structures while SrananB dialect does not. Of 
course further data regarding Sr~, the 19th Century dialect, would be necessary before 
positing the Incorporation structure. 
One can conclude that the Semantic Case Instantiation Principle, combined with the 
Principle of Temporal Sequence, helps to explain the distribution of subordinating serial 
verb phrase constructions In the languages of the world. Such constructions are In no way
marked, but are fully predictable given certain properties of a language. An SVO language 
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lacking morphological or prepositional devices will have subordinating serial verb 
constructions In the unmarked case. We do not expect to find many languages which lacks 
these constructions, and Indeed, we do not find them. On the other hand, SOV languages are 
less likely to serlallze verb phrases, and so we find verb phrase serialization as a marked 
case. Instead, we see verb concatenation as the dominant device, though In some cases, 
such as Kalam, a more original method of marking semantic case Is employed. 
1 This paper was adapted from my doctoral dissertation (Schiller 1990d). Thls revised 
version of the paper takes Into account the many Insights provided to me at the Mini-Conference, 
and reference Ill made to a number of those papers, which, I hope, are actually presented In this 
volume. All references are to handouts and notes made at the conference, and not to the final 
versions as published In this volume. The reader should note that my representations may not 
match those published In other papers ln thls volume, for which an explanation may lie In a change 
of mind on the part of an author, or, more likely, a simple and unfortunate misrepresentation on my 
part. I have been fortunate In obtaining the advice and opinions of a number of fine scholars, 
including (In more or less chronological order) Jerrold M. Sadock, Alexander Caskey, Jim McCawley,
Derek B1ckerton, Steve Lapointe, Marshall Lewis, Pieter Seuren, Pieter Muysken, Geoff Pullum, 
Martha Ratliff and all of the conference P.artlclpants. With all that help, one might think that this 
work Is error-free. It almost certainly lsn t, and to the extent that there are mistakes In Judgement,
analysis, or reference, please blame me alone. 
2 See Schiller (1990d:Chapter 4) 
3 Secondary subject deletion 
4 In Schiller 1990d the notion of governed pseudocomplementatlon, restated as semantic 
subcategorlzatlon, plays a very slgnlflcant role In dlstlngulshlng between two major types of 
subordinating serial 'ii constructions. 
5 Thill seems to bear a strong resemblence to switch-reference phenomena. 
6 Translation from the Russian ls mine. 
7 Ayowale (1988) makes reference to l.serlallzatlon with regard to Yoruba, but falls to 
provide examples, and then goes on to remark that "It Ill clear from the weight of evidence presented 
In this paper that we can Ignore IP In our account of serlallz:atlon." 
8 Given that It will be suggested below that negation can also have only a single operator 
with scope over the proposition represented by the serialized constituents, lt might be advisable to 
generalize TASC to a semantic single operator specification condition. It Is not clear, however, that 
the restriction on negation holds as universally as does the restriction on tense-aspect marking. 
9 Lit. already-with, this compound Ill fully lexlcallzed. 
10 Where• Indicates zero or more occurrences of VP. 
11 I do not yet have a copy of the dissertation, so this tree ls taken from Sebba 1987:22. 
12 Assuming these to be syntactic In nature. From a GPSG standpoint, the syntactic and 
semantic facts are by definition parallel, so that the question of In which component reflexlvlsatlon 
lies Is Irrelevant. 
13 Where • Indicates one or more occurrences ol 'ii. 
14 I was not alone ln assuming that the mismatch between syntax and semantics would rule 
out a categorlal analysis, but I underestimated the ).. calculus. 
15 It has Ions been noted that serializing languages tend to use the verb 'say' as a complementlzer. 
But It Is by no means clear that the verb which precedes It constitutes a 'ii. That Is, verbs of 
speaking may subcategorlze for sentential complements headed by 'say', rather than for simple verb 
phrases. 
16 This use provides support for a metaphorical device licensing syntactic polysemy. Specifically, 
Lakolfs "States are Locations" metaphor provides a nice link between the adverbial and main verb 
uses. 
17 I have yet to find examples ln the 0-llrst languages. VOS ls attested ln a number ol 
Austronesaln languages, but so far I have not found a v-serlallzlng example, as most resemble Fijian 
in having either lnflectlonal morphology or prepositions, where the Semantic Case Instantiation 
Principle predicts that 'ii.,serlallzatlon wlll not be found. 
18 The relative order of head-comflement In noun-numeral structures, and relative clauses, as 
well as some other minor categories wll not be considered here. 
19 see Schlller 1990d, Chapter 7. 
20 It may be that some SOY languages lack a verb-phrase entirely, but some, such as Japanese 
have been shown to possess a 'ii constituent. 
21 A canonical subordinating serial verb construction Is a subordinating serial verb construction 
which has verb phrases appearing In the syntax In an order which conforms to underlying word 
order In terms of the both the semantic and syntactic head. In other words, In a VO language one 
expects that the phrase containing the semantic head will precede the subordinate material, and 
that In an OV language It wll lollow subordinate material. 
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22 Baker (1989) objects, but his objection Is dealt with In Schiller (1990b). 
23 An alternative structural description would Involve an Incorporation structure with the 
verb take Incorporating the object ~ with the Incorporating structure concatenated with the 
verb cut. This possibility, suggested by Jerrold Sadock, can be confirmed or denied on empirical 
grounds, based on the avallabllty of this structure to appear with modifiers (adjectlveil or determiners) 
of the noun knife. Unfortunately, my access to data from Baral Is limited to a very brief corpus In 
Olson cited In Crowley(! 987). 
24 ft Is Interesting to compare this representation with the analysis of Tamil proposed In 
NagaraJan (this volume). 
25 What those factors are remains a matter which needs to be Investigated, although perhaps 
Dryer's paper contains further Ideas. 
26 Mark Baker (p.c. April 1990) suggests that compounding might be a better explanation than 
Incorporation, but given the productive nature of this serlallutlon In Khmer I find this an unacceptable 
solution. 
27 This Is a typical example of an all-too-common linguistic practice. Competing forms or 
dialectal variants exist In many language,. and linguistic theory should be able to explain all such 
variants. Thus to suggest that SrananA Is somehow abnormal or no longer productive does not 
remove the obligation to explain the principles of that form of the language. 
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